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Readers are advised that the Australian Transport Safety Bureau investigates for the sole purpose 
of enhancing transport safety. Consequently, Bureau reports are confined to matters of safety 
significance and may be misleading if used for any other purposes. 

 
Investigations commenced on or before 30 June 2003, including the publication of reports as a result of 
those investigations, are authorised by the CEO of the Bureau in accordance with Part 2A of the Air 
Navigation Act 1920. 
 
Investigations commenced after 1 July 2003, including the publication of reports as a result of those 
investigations, are authorised by the CEO of the Bureau in accordance with the Transport Safety 
Investigation Act 2003 (TSI Act). Reports released under the TSI Act are not admissible as evidence in any 
civil or criminal proceedings. 
 
NOTE: All air safety occurrences reported to the ATSB are categorised and recorded. For a detailed 
explanation on Category definitions please refer to the ATSB website at www.atsb.gov.au. 

http://www.atsb.gov.au/�
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Occurrence Number: 198802385 Occurrence Type: Accident 
Location: "Glen Alpine" (6 km ENE of Werris Creek) NSW 
Date: 19 July 1988 Time: 1045 
Highest Injury Level: Fatal  
Injuries:   

 Fatal Serious Minor None 
Crew 1 0 0 0 
Ground 0 0 0 - 
Passenger 0 0 0 0 
Total 1 0 0 0 

 
Aircraft Details: Fletcher FU-24-950   
Registration: VH-HPP   
Serial Number: 162   

Operation Type: Aerial Work (Agricultural 
Spreading)   

Damage Level: Destroyed   

Departure Point: "Riley Springs" (5 km ENE 
of Werris Creek) NSW   

Departure Time: 1042   
Destination: "Riley Springs" NSW   
 
Approved for Release: 7 March 1989 

Circumstances: 

The pilot was conducting superphosphate spreading operations in fine and clear weather conditions. The paddock 
being treated sloped uphill, and there were heavily timbered peaks beyond the paddock. The pilot had spread the 
paddock the previous day under similar conditions. On this occasion the aircraft was apparently performing 
normally as the first swath run was completed, but the aircraft did not appear to gain any appreciable height as it 
approached the hills. It was then seen to adopt a steep nose-up attitude and commence a wingover type manoeuvre. 
During this manoeuvre the aircraft struck trees and then impacted the ground. A fierce fire broke out and engulfed 
the wreckage. Although the investigation was hampered by the extensive fire damage, no defect or malfunction was 
discovered which might have contributed to the accident. The reason the pilot, who had extensive agricultural 
experience, chose to conduct swath runs towards steeply rising ground was not determined. The wind direction had 
changed since the previous day, and the aircraft was likely to have been affected by downdrafts on the lee side of 
the hills. When the pilot realised the aircraft was not performing as expected, he evidently attempted to dump the 
remaining load and reverse the direction. However, there was insufficient aircraft performance available to 
successfully complete this manoeuvre. 

Significant Factors: 

The following factors were considered to be relevant to the development of the accident  

1. The pilot elected to conduct spreading runs towards steeply rising ground, when safer alternatives were available.  

2. It was likely that downdraft conditions existed on the lee side of the hills.  
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3. The pilot evidently misjudged the climb performance of the aircraft.  

4. The pilot delayed attempting a reversal of direction beyond the point where such a manoeuvre could be safely 
accomplished. 


